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Summary
Cells can switch the functional states of extracellular
matrix proteins by stretching them while exerting mechanical force. Using steered molecular dynamics, we
investigated how the mechanical stability of FnIII modules from the cell adhesion protein fibronectin is
affected by natural variations in their amino acid sequences. Despite remarkably similar tertiary structures, FnIII modules share low sequence homology.
Conversely, the sequence homology for the same FnIII
module across multiple species is notably higher, suggesting that sequence variability is functionally significant. Our studies find that the mechanical stability of
FnIII modules can be tuned through substitutions of
just a few key amino acids by altering access of water
molecules to hydrogen bonds that break early in the
unfolding pathway. Furthermore, the FnIII hierarchy of
mechanical unfolding can be changed by environmental conditions, such as pH for FnIII10, or by forming
complexes with other molecules, such as heparin
binding to FnIII13.
Introduction
Fibronectin type III modules (FnIII) are structurally ubiquitous, found in 2% of mammalian proteins, and essential to the function of many multimodular proteins. For
the extracellular matrix (ECM) protein fibronectin containing more than 15 repeating FnIII modules, it is remarkable that despite high similarity in tertiary structures, the sequence homology for these FnIII modules
is conspicuously low, typically less than 20% between
modules (Figure 1). By comparison, the sequence homology for the same module across multiple species is
uniformly high, approximately 80%–90% between modules, suggesting that the high variability in sequence is
essential to function (Hynes, 1990). To a certain extent,
some variability in sequence is expected for exposing
different FnIII surface chemistries that specify proteinprotein interactions. In fact, many of fibronectin’s major
functions are linked to specific FnIII modules, such as
cell binding through the RGD-loop on FnIII10 (Geiger et
al., 2001). However, potential interactions with other proteins do not completely explain the high degree of con*Correspondence: vvogel@u.washington.edu

served sequence variability between FnIII modules nor
do they provide an explanation as to why conserved
variations occur in amino acids that are buried within
modules while in equilibrium.
Recent evidence suggests that nonequilibrium states
of FnIII modules may also play a critical role in fibronectin function. Cell stretching of extracellular fibronectin
affects fibronectin’s functional states and alters the surface chemistry of FnIII modules (Baneyx et al., 2001,
2002; Baneyx and Vogel, 1999; Geiger et al., 2001;
Ohashi et al., 2002; Zhong et al., 1998). Variability in the
relative mechanical stability of FnIII modules provides
a mechanism for controlling their sequential unfolding
upon cell stretching of fibronectin (Erickson, 1994). Consistent with this, it has been found that the mechanical
stability of native FnIII modules varies several-fold,
whereas it varies only slightly for other ECM proteins
such as tenascin and titin (Oberdorfer et al., 2000; Oberhauser et al., 1998, 2002). Likewise, experiments with
dual-labeled fibronectin undergoing florescent resonance energy transfer show a marked reduction in energy transfer for fibronectin incorporated into extracellular matrix fibrils that is consistent with the partial
unfolding of FnIII modules upon stretching by cells (Baneyx et al., 2001, 2002). Thus, it is of interest to determine
how changes in amino acid sequence that do not significantly affect structure can enhance or weaken the mechanical stability of FnIII modules and to explain how
these variations are connected to fibronectin’s unique
functional properties.
Steered molecular dynamics (SMD) both probes mechanical stability and provides the structural data necessary for elucidating key interactions (Isralewitz et al.,
2001). Previous SMD predictions agree well with atomic
force microscopy (AFM) results showing that FnIII10, containing the cell binding RGD loop, is mechanically one
of the least stable FnIII modules (Craig et al., 2001).
These SMD results describe the structural events immediately prior to separation of the first ␤ strand from FnIII
modules beginning with the breaking of one to two backbone hydrogen bonds connecting the A and B strands.
This event is followed by straightening in the A strand,
water entering the periphery of the hydrophobic core,
and subsequent slipping between the A and G strands
such that upper and lower ␤ sheets transition to a state
where their ␤ strands are aligned with the external force
vector, the so-called aligned state. Finally, breaking of
clusters of backbone hydrogen bonds results in the separation of either the A or G strand followed by rapid
unraveling of the entire module (Craig et al., 2001; Gao
et al., 2002a, 2003; Krammer et al., 1999).
Below we compare the mechanical stability of FnIII
modules with known high-resolution structures and provide structural insights into how the variability of single
amino acids relates to the mechanical stability of FnIII
modules. SMD was used to investigate the early unfolding events for modules FnIII10, FnIII12, FnIII13, FnIII14,
FnIIIEDB, and the third FnIII module from the protein tenascin (T-FnIII3). We found that SMD protocols adopted
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Figure 1. Fibronectin Monomer and FnIII Modules
(A) Schematic of fibronectin emphasizing structural motifs, including FnI, FnII, and FnIII modules, and highlighting key functional sites (Pankov
and Yamada, 2002).
(B) The secondary structure for a typical FnIII module. The lower three ␤ strands are shown in green, the upper four ␤ strands in magenta,
and loops in gray.
(C) Alignment of tertiary structures for modules FnIII10,12,13,14,EDB and T-FnIII3 demonstrating similarity in tertiary structures (coloring is the same
as in [B]).
(D) Sequences of FnIII modules found in human fibronectin and of T-FnIII3 of tenascin. Coloring is green for lower ␤ strands and magenta for
upper ␤ strands. Amino acids referred to in the text and participating in key hydrogen bonds are highlighted either yellow for backbone bonds
or brown for side chain bonds. A key proline substitution is shown in blue.

prior to recent AFM studies correctly predict the mechanical hierarchy for FnIII modules. We further find that
while mechanical unfolding ultimately begins with the
breaking of a few key backbone hydrogen bonds, amino
acid side chains modulate mechanical stability by
shielding key hydrogen bonds that break early in the
unfolding pathway from attack by water molecules. Our
results also indicate that the mechanical hierarchy for
FnIII modules can be changed by interaction with the
environment. For example, FnIII10 becomes mechanically more stable as a result of protonation of carboxyl
side chains at lower pH, and FnIII13 becomes more stable
as a result of heparin binding. These results suggest a
mechanism by which cells can tune the sequence in
which FnIII modules undergo structural and thus functional changes during mechanical stretching of fibronectin.

Results and Discussion
The Mechanical Hierarchy of FnIII Modules
The relative order of mechanical stability for FnIII modules, defined as mechanical hierarchy, indicates the
sequence in which different FnIII modules undergo functional changes when fibronectin is stretched. To determine this hierarchy, modules were stretched under constant force (cf-SMD). Plateaus in time-extension plots
obtained from simulations correspond to overcoming
unfolding barriers of FnIII modules. The duration of plateaus characterize the strength of barriers and, as expected, the passage time spent in a plateau region increases as force is decreased (see Figure 2) (Izrailev et
al., 1997; Lu and Schulten, 1999). Extension through
plateaus correlates with the breaking of distinct hydrogen bonds (Lu and Schulten, 2000; Craig et al., 2001)
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Figure 2. Comparison of the Key Events that Correlate with Crossing of the First Energy Barrier for Different FnIII Modules
(A) The early unfolding pathway of FnIII modules typically exhibits two dominant barriers that are separated by plateaus in time-extension
plots prior to unraveling the first ␤ strand.
(B) The first barrier was typically highest for all simulations and its crossing correlated with the breaking of key force bearing hydrogen bonds
as a result of increased attack from neighboring water molecules. For modules FnIII10, FnIII13, FnIII14, FnIIIEDB, FnIII12, and T-FnIII3, the following
is shown: a time-extension plot in the upper left, an energy-time plot for key hydrogen bond(s) in the middle left, a snapshot of the FnIII
module at the time indicated by the yellow arrow in the lower left, a surface representation of the yellow box illustrating how water approaches
the buried hydrogen bonds is shown in the upper right, and a licorice representation of key amino acids cut out of the above surface
representation is shown in the lower right. FnIII modules are ordered and labeled based on similarities in barrier crossing events as discussed
in the text. Key amino acid side chains are colored by atom (red oxygen, white hydrogen, cyan carbon, and blue nitrogen), key buried hydrogen
bonds are red dotted lines, water molecules are orange, the upper ␤ sheet is colored magenta, and the lower ␤ sheet is green.

shown in Figure 2 and discussed in more detail in the
next subsection.
SMD simulations provide an approach to predict the
mechanical hierarchy of FnIII modules. As shown in Figure 3, distinct differences in mechanical stability are
visible when first passage times are plotted versus the
applied pulling force. Each data point represents an
independent cf-SMD simulation. The mechanically more
stable modules are shifted to the right, reflecting longer
first passage times to cross the barriers from the twisted
to the aligned state (see Figure 2). Overall, even without
further quantitative analysis one can immediately ob-

serve the following relative mechanical stability: I27 ⬎
FnIII12 ⬎⬇ T-FnIII3 ⬎ FnIII13 ⬇ FnIIIEDB ⬎ FnIII14 ⬎ FnIII10.
Although in principle it is possible, in practice it is
difficult to obtain from MD simulations the detailed
shape of the mechanical unfolding barriers (Balsera et
al., 1997; Gullingsrud et al., 1999). Recently the Jarzynski
equality has been successfully applied to reconstruct a
potential of mean force from SMD simulations (Jensen
et al., 2002) and quantitative analysis has been provided
(Park et al., 2003). However, the construction poses extreme computational demands due to the need of sampling over many trajectories. A systematic reconstruc-
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Figure 3. First Passage Time versus Force for FnIIIEDB, FnIII10, FnIII12,
FnIII13, FnIII14, T-FnIII3, and for Comparison, I-27
Data points represent time to cross the first barrier and fitted curves
assume a 3 Å barrier width. The stability decreases as follows: I27 ⬎
FnIII12 ⬎⬇ T-FnIII3 ⬎ FnIII13 ⬇ FnIIIEDB ⬎⬇ FnIII14 ⬎ FnIII10.

tion of the unfolding potential for FnIII modules is not
possible at present due to the need of computing many
trajectories, but the present results captures the key
characteristics of the unfolding barrier along the spatial
and the energy scales. For this purpose we use the
mean first passage time theory (Izrailev et al., 1997;
Schulten et al., 1981) together with dynamic force spectroscopy theory (Evans, 2001) in order to extrapolate
from the SMD timescale the mechanical stability of FnIII
modules for pulling velocities typical to AFM experiments.
As suggested previously (Izrailev et al., 1997; Lu and
Schulten, 1999), the mean first passage time theory relates the potential barrier to the duration of plateaus
probed at different forces. By solving the Smoluchowski
equation one can determine the mean first passage time
(x0;F ) for extending the module from a position x0 to b
across the barrier U(x ) under a constant force F
(x0;F ) ⫽

1 b ␤(U(x)⫺Fx) x ⫺␤(U(y)⫺Fy)
dx冮 e
dy.
冮e
a
D x0

(1)

In this equation, ␤ ⫽ 1/kbT, x, y denote the reaction
coordinate in the interval [a, b], and D is the effective
diffusion coefficient. For the present purpose of a simple
characterization of the unfolding barrier we assume the
saw-tooth potential

冦

⫹∞
U(x) ⫽ ⌬U(x ⫺ a)/(b ⫺ a)
⫺∞

x⬍a
a ⱕ x ⱕ b.
x⬎b

(2)

Here, ⌬U is the height of the potential barrier, and (b ⫺
a) corresponds to the width of the barrier. The mean
first passage time of interest is (F) ⬅ (x0 ⫽ a;F). The
saw-tooth potential inserted into Equation 1 yields the
relationship
(F ) ⫽ 2d␦(F )⫺2[e␦(F ) ⫺ ␦(F ) ⫺ 1].

(3)

where F is the externally applied force, d ⫽ (b ⫺ a)/2D,
and ␦(F) ⫽ ␤[⌬U ⫺ F(b ⫺ a)]. This analytic solution permits one to estimate the barrier height, ⌬U, from a
weighted least-squared fit solving for ⌬U and D using
plateau duration as a measure of mean first passage
time . The barrier width ⵑ3.0 Å is estimated from the

Figure 4. Comparison of Mechanical Stability of FnIII Modules
Comparison of mechanical stability determined by AFM (left) and
by SMD as described in Experimental Procedures (right) at a pulling
velocity of 0.6 m/s. Boxes shown surrounding each module indicate error bars from AFM or SMD results (3.0 ⫾ 0.5 Å). Progressively
grayer bars indicate increasing mechanical stability. FnIII modules
on the SMD side are grouped by a line to indicate modules that
have also been investigated by AFM. AFM results are taken from
Oberhauser, et al. (1998, 2002).

extension value during the plateau (Figure 2), a value
that corresponds well to results from AFM experiments,
for FnIII13 3.4 Å (Oberhauser et al., 2002), for FnIII10 3.8 Å
(Oberhauser et al., 2002), and for I27 2.5 Å (CarrionVazquez et al., 1999). A more detailed specification of
the unfolding barrier would be inadequate given the fact
that the input data taken from single SMD trajectories
are extension and duration corresponding to observed
plateaus, i.e., solely two values for each module. Figure
3 matches  to the data points for the most prominent
plateau of each module sampled. To provide upper and
lower bounds for each module’s barrier height, the
curves were also fitted with a barrier width of 2.5 and
3.5 Å, shown as the upper and lower bounds of the
boxes in Figure 4 below.
The most probable rupture force f for crossing an
unfolding barrier is velocity dependent and can be approximated by iteratively solving (Evans, 2001)
f ⬇ f␤ln

冢vv 冣 ⫹ f [ln(f/f
s

␤

␤

␤

⫺ 3/2) ⫹ (1/2)ln(f/f␤)],

(4)

where vs is the pulling speed and b␤ ⬅ kBT/x␤; the quantity v␤ ⬇ Lp/40√x␤/b represents the characteristic velocity for pulling a worm-like polymer taut, Lp is the contour
length, b is the persistence length, 0 is the passage
time extrapolated to zero force, and x␤ is the barrier
width. The contour length and persistence length is assumed to be 28 and 0.4 nm, respectively, consistent
with those used in AFM experiments. The variable 0 is
determined from Equation 3 with a zero force using the
previously determined barrier height.
A quantitative comparison between rupture forces de-
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Table 1. Barrier Heights and Rupture Forces Determined by First Passage Time Analysis for Each of the Modules Investigated
No. SMD Runs:
⌺ SMD Time

Calc. Barrier Height
at Zero Force
(kcal/mol)

Calc. Rupture Forces
(pN) at 0.6 m/ps

FnIII10
FnIII10 pH 4.7
FnIII12
FnIII13

15:15 ns
6:10 ns
11:20 ns
10:10 ns

15
20
24
19

50
150
230
130

FnIII14
FnIIIEDB
T-FnIII3(1-90)

13:17 ns
8:10 ns
8:10 ns

18
20
23

100
140
210

I-27

12:24 ns

31

390

Hydrogen Bonds
Arg6(O)⫹-Asp23(HN)⫺
Arg6(O)⫹-Asp23(HN)⫺
Leu18(O)-Val59(HN)
Arg6(O)⫹-Arg23(HN)⫹ and
Ser3(O)-Thr73(OH)
Ser6(O)-lu23(HN)⫺
Leu26(HN)-Tyr33(O)
Gln9(HN)-Thr21(O) or
Ala18(HN)-Iso59(O)
See (Marszalek et al., 1999)

Key hydrogen bonds corresponding with barrier crossing are highlighted in Figure 1.

lineated from SMD using Equations 3 and 4, and those
obtained from AFM data are shown in Figure 4 assuming
a pulling velocity of 0.6 m/s. This velocity corresponds
to those used in AFM experiments and is similar to the
velocities associated with many cell processes, such as
movement of kinesin along a microtubule (Howard et
al., 1989). Table 1 summarizes the calculated barrier
heights at zero force and the calculated rupture forces
at 0.6 m/s for all the modules simulated here by SMD.
It furthermore specifies the key hydrogen bonds that
break at the onset of the barrier crossing.
We note that the relative order of mechanical stability
for modules investigated by both AFM and SMD agree
well. Both AFM and SMD find the relationship: I27 ⬎
FnIII12 ⬎ FnIII13 ⬎ FnIII10. Partial qualitative agreement is
also found between AFM studies of T-FnIIIAll and our
SMD simulations of T-FnIII3. Here, we find that the mechanical stability of T-FnIII3 is approximately equal or
slightly less than the mechanical stability of FnIII12. In
comparison, AFM finds an average rupture force for all
FnIII modules in tenascin of 137 ⫾ 12 pN similar to the
rupture force of 124 ⫾ 18 pN found in separate studies
of FnIII12 (Oberhauser et al., 1999, 2002).
Predicting rupture forces at AFM pulling speeds from
SMD requires extrapolating pulling velocities over several orders of magnitude. One cannot expect a uniform
scaling behavior over the broad range of velocity linking
AFM and SMD (Gao et al., 2002b; Hummer and Szabo,
2003; Lu and Schulten, 1999). It is thus noteworthy that
the predicted rupture forces for FnIII modules are within
less than an order of magnitude of the rupture forces
found in AFM experiments, even if precise quantitative
agreement is not yet accomplished. One reason for the
lack of quantitative agreement could be that a “sawtooth” potential that has been assumed to solve Equation 3 is an oversimplification of the actual, but yet unknown, barrier shape.
Since the mean first passage time  is dependent on
the detailed shape of the barrier potential, it is of interest
to compare impact of different barrier shapes. Figure 5
shows three potentials and corresponding passage time
as a function of external force, barrier height or barrier
width. Clearly  is dependent on the barrier shape (Figures 5A and 5B). Furthermore, steeper and/or narrower
barriers require much longer passage time as shown in
Figures 5C and 5D. Nevertheless, we note that for a

particular potential the passage time is monotonous as
one changes the applied force. It has been shown that
this monotonousness property is not dependent on the
shape of the barrier (Izrailev et al., 1997). The duration
of passage time, hence, can be used to characterize
the relative strength of FnIII modules as long as the
same type of barrier shape is assumed. The facts that
FnIII modules are structurally highly homologous and
have been found to have similar barrier width is consistent with the hypothesis that FnIII modules extend
across similar shaped barriers during the earliest stages
of unfolding. Indeed, the good agreement between the
mechanical hierarchy of FnIII modules predicted by SMD
and obtained from AFM studies argues that the largest
energy barrier probed by AFM is the same as the one
investigated by SMD, i.e., that our analysis of SMD trajectories should yield the same ordering of the mechanical stability (rupture forces) as AFM experiments. In the
future, improved computer resources will permit sampling of many trajectories per module, in which case
one can accurately reconstruct the barrier shape using
the approach in Jensen et al. (2002) and Park et al. (2003)
and hopefully achieve quantitative agreement with the
AFM experiments.

Structural Basis for Mechanical Stability
SMD simulations furnish insight into the sequence of
structural events that lead to mechanical unfolding. For
each FnIII module, the events correlating with plateaus
are detailed below and shown in Figure 2. While some
simulations were continued until each module was fully
unfolded, we will only discuss noteworthy events around
the separation of the first ␤ strand.
For all modules, the first significant structural event
was the solvation and breaking of one to two conserved
backbone hydrogen bonds connecting the A and the
B strands. These backbone hydrogen bonds occurred
between the 6th and 23rd amino acids and are next to a
conserved proline as the 5th amino acid. Breaking of
these hydrogen bonds was followed by one or two water
molecules entering the periphery of the hydrophobic
core, slipping between ␤ sheets such that the ␤ strands
align with the external force vector, and finally led to
separation of the first ␤ strand. Variability in these events
could be correlated to amino acid substitutions and,
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Figure 5. Comparison of the Mean First Passage Time for Three Different Barrier Models
Demonstrating the Effect of the Different Barrier Shapes on Mean First Passage Time, 
(A) U1(x ) ⫽ ⌬U (x ⫺ a )/(a ⫺ b ), U2(x ) ⫽
exp[⫺(x ⫺ b )2/2], and U3(x ) ⫽ ⌬U exp[⫺2 (x ⫺
b/2)2], with a ⫽ 0, b ⫽ 3 Å, and ⌬U ⫽ 22 kcal/
mol. U1 corresponds to the saw-tooth model.
The mean first passage time i for crossing
the corresponding barrier Ui from a to b is
calculated as a function of externally applied
force (B), of barrier height ⌬U (C), and of barrier width (b ⫺ a ) for U1 (D), all using Equation
1 with a diffusion constant D ⫽ 1 Å2/ns, and
boundary conditions ¯ ⬘(a;F) ⫽ 0, ¯ (b;F) ⫽ 0.

likewise, provided an explanation for observed differences in FnIII mechanical stability.
FnIII10
Crossing the first plateau correlated to the solvation
and breaking of the backbone hydrogen bond between
Arg6⫹ of the A strand and Asp23⫺ of the B strand, resulting in a slight straightening of a highly conserved
bulge between Pro5 through Asp7⫺. Immediately afterwards, the periphery of the hydrophobic core flanked
by Trp23 was solvated, followed by movement of the A
and G strands until the ␤ strands of the two sheets
appeared approximately aligned. Typically, a second
plateau or a region of slow extension (3–7 Å) was observed that ended with the breaking of backbone hydrogen bonds and separation of either the A or G strand
(Craig et al., 2001; Gao et al., 2002a).
FnIII13
Similar to FnIII10, the unfolding pathway of FnIII13 contained two significant plateaus in time-extension plots
prior to separation of the first ␤ strand, with the first
plateau being longest in duration. Crossing the first plateau correlated with the solvation and breaking of the
backbone hydrogen bonds between Arg6⫹ and Arg23⫹
and/or between side chain Tyr73(O␥) and Ser3(O). Passage across the second barrier again correlated with
separation of either the A or G strand.
FnIII14
Crossing of the first plateau correlated with the breaking
of backbone hydrogen bonds between two polar amino
acids, Ser6 and Gln23. Crossing of the shorter second
plateau correlated with the breaking of several hydrogen
bonds connecting the A strand to the rest of the module.
If the simulations were continued to full extension, a
pronounced intermediate was found later in the unfolding pathway whereby the A and B strands were completely separated while the remainder of the FnIII module
remained structurally intact. Similar late-stage intermediates have been previously described for other FnIII
modules, although they are typically evident when the
FnIII modules were solvated in a large periodic box (Gao
et al., 2002a, 2003) or when an implicit water model

was used (Paci and Karplus, 1999, 2000). One functional
importance of this intermediate might be that separation
of the A and B strands exposes the Pro-Arg-Ala-ArgIle (PRARI) sequence at the BC loop which has been
implicated in heparin-mediated cell binding (Ingham et
al., 1993; Sharma et al., 1999). The physiological importance of the PRARI sequence has been disputed previously since heparin binding was only apparent using
peptide fragments and not observed in the fully folded
FnIII14 module (Bloom et al., 1999). These simulations
suggest a mechanism by which mechanical force can
expose this sequence under physiological conditions.
FnIII12
Unlike the FnIII modules described above, breaking of
the Thr6-Thr23 backbone hydrogen bonds and partial
solvation of the hydrophobic core did not result in significant extension. Rather, slipping of individual water molecules between the ␤ strands was prevented by an additional hydrogen bond between Met63 and Tyr68. The
added stability likely resulted from substitution of a
highly conserved proline to Val64 adding flexibility in
the E-F loop and allowing for formation of a second
hydrogen bond between Met63 and Tyr68. A proline is
found at this position for all other fibronectin FnIII modules with the exceptions of FnIII12 and FnIII15 (highlighted
in blue in Figure 1).
T-FnIII3
Similar to FnIII12, breaking of the Ser6 and Phe23 hydrogen bonds resulted in solvation of the periphery of the
hydrophobic core but did not result in significant extension. Also similar to FnIII12, the ␤ strand alignment was
prevented by a hydrogen bond between Tyr68 and
Lys63⫹ that linked the upper and lower ␤ sheets. Extension beyond the longest plateau correlated with the
solvation and breakage of either Gln8(HN)-Thr20(O) or
Ala18(HN)-Iso59(O). Previous experimental studies have
found that extending the 90 amino acid T-FnIII fragment
used for the crystal structure by two residues, referred
to as T-FnIII(1-92), resulted in thermodynamic stabilization of the module (Hamill et al., 1998; Meekhof et al.,
1998). Using the extended T-FnIII3(1-92) modeled from
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previously published NMR data (Meekhof et al., 1998),
these additional residues did not appear to substantially
affect the duration of the first plateau in SMD. For example, for T-FnIII3(1-92) the first plateau extended for 3.5
ns at 500 pN and 0.7 ns at 550 pN, slightly longer than
2.5 ns at 500 pN and 0.6 ns at 550 pN for T-FnIII3(1-90).
This result is consistent with other observations that
mechanical and thermodynamic stability are not necessarily correlated since the unfolding might occur along
different trajectories (Best et al., 2001; Carrion-Vazquez
et al., 1999).
FnIIIEDB
Unlike other FnIII modules investigated, FnIIIEDB does
not contain a proline at the fifth amino acid and, as
predicted from the observations made above, the hydrogen bond between Thr6 and Thr23 broke without a major
plateau. Noteworthy, absence of the proline at the fifth
position in FnIII modules has been linked to FnIII aggregation, though the detailed mechanism is unclear (Steward et al., 2002). Thus, one possible role for the proline
at the fifth amino acid is to stabilize the 6–23 hydrogen
bonds. For FnIIIEDB, further extension was prevented by
a single side chain hydrogen bond connecting the upper
and lower ␤ sheets between Tyr33 and Leu26. A similar
hydrogen bond involving a tyrosine side chain had also
been found to substantially increase the mechanical stability of FnIII7 (Craig et al., 2001) as it locks the ␤ sheets
in place thus preventing the alignment of their ␤ strands
with the external force vector. In FnIIIEDB, however, the
stabilizing contribution of this hydrogen bond is less
than in FnIII7 due to the proline substitution and easier
solvent access to Tyr33 and Leu26.
Comparison
Common themes emerge when comparing the structural
origins of mechanical stability in FnIII modules. The mechanical stability of FnIII modules is related to how well
key hydrogen bonds that break early in the unfolding
pathway are shielded from attack by water molecules.
In FnIII7 (Craig et al., 2001), FnIII12, FnIIIEDB, and T-FnIII3,
hydrogen bonds buried in the hydrophobic core between the O␥ atom of a tyrosine in the upper ␤ sheets and
a HN backbone atom in the lower ␤ sheets prevented
alignment of the ␤ strands with the external force vector
even when parts of the hydrophobic core had been
solvated. In particular, for FnIII12, this tyrosine hydrogen
bond appeared to be even further stabilized by a lower
solvent accessibility, apparently resulting from the absence of a proline at position 64. Second, it was found
that amino acid side chains, particularly those containing charged side groups contacting the 6th and 23rd
amino acid in the A and B strands respectively, lowered
mechanical stability by shielding key backbone hydrogen bonds from attack by water molecules. For example,
the mechanical stability of FnIII10 containing charged
amino acids between the Arg6⫹ and Asp23⫺ amino acids
was considerably lower than that of other FnIII modules
not containing similarly charged amino acids. This finding is investigated in more detail in the next section.

The Mechanical Stability of FnIII10 Is pH Dependent
Previous experimental and SMD studies agree in that
FnIII10 is one of the mechanically weakest modules de-

spite having an essential role in cell binding and the
formation of a mechanically stable complex (Craig et al.,
2001; Oberhauser et al., 2002). In contrast to mechanical
weakness, FnIII10 has high thermodynamic stability (Cota
and Clarke, 2000). Recently, Koide et al. found that FnIII10
becomes even more thermodynamically stable at ⵑpH
4.7 as a result of protonation of three negative amino
acids: Asp7⫺, Asp23⫺, and Glu9⫺ (Koide et al., 2001).
While mechanical stability does not necessarily correlate with thermodynamic stability (Best et al., 2001; Carrion-Vazquez et al., 1999), this finding was intriguing
since these amino acids also play a key role in protecting
hydrogen bonds between R6⫹ and Asp23⫺ from attack
by water molecules.
We conducted additional SMD simulations of FnIII10
with Asp7⫺, Asp23⫺, and Glu9⫺ neutralized by protonation to determine the effect of a lower pH on mechanical
stability. It was immediately found during thermalization
and equilibration that a new side chain hydrogen bond
formed between the protonated carboxyl groups of
Asp23 and Asp7. During a 1 ns equilibration of FnIII10 at
a pH of approximately 4.7, this new hydrogen bond
would stochastically break and the side chains of Asp7
and Glu9 would temporarily come closer (see Figure 6).
This finding is particularly interesting because the side
chains of these amino acids are partially separated during equilibration of neutral pH FnIII10 due to the repulsive
interactions of these three negative side groups. In SMD
simulations, the first passage times for FnIII10 became
significantly longer at lower pH and the barrier height
increased by roughly 33%, from 15 to 20 kcal/mol. As
a result, the mechanical stability of FnIII10 rises from
being the least stable of the FnIII modules tested here to
being even more stable than FnIII13. Further stabilization
may result from conformational changes occurring beyond the timescale of molecular dynamics equilibration.
The finding that FnIII10 is mechanically more stable
at lower pH may have physiological relevance. Lower
extracellular pH is associated with cells in stressed environments, such as in wound and cancer tissues where
measurements of the bulk pH are approximately 6–7
and 5–6, respectively (Crowther et al., 2001; Rofstad,
2000). Additionally, fibronectin is known to play a key
role in bone resorption which is also associated with a
reduction in pH to the surrounding environment (Bushinsky and Frick, 2000). The pH of the microenvironment
immediately neighboring FnIII10 will be lowered further
due to the overall negative charge found on modules
FnIII7-10 and as a result of local pH gradients. Finally, the
three negative residues involved in the thermal (Koide
et al., 2001) and mechanical stabilization of FnIII10 are
highly conserved and unique to FnIII10 across multiple
organisms, consistent with their predicted functional importance in regulating the mechanical stability of FnIII10.

SMD Structural Analysis Suggests Heparin
Binding Mechanical Stabilizes FnIII13
FnIII13 contains a heparin binding site, Hep-II, that is
required for inducing stress fibers and formation of focal
contacts (Bloom et al., 1999). Recent studies mapping
the Hep-II binding site find that heparin binding to FnIII13
involves interactions with the first 29 amino acids includ-
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Figure 6. FnIII10 was Found to be Mechanically More Stable at Low pH
(A) First passage time versus force for FnIII10
simulated at neutral pH and ⵑpH 4.7.
(B) In simulations at neutral pH, the negative
interactions of the carboxyl side groups for
amino acids Asp7, Asp23, and Glu9 resulted
in the separation of the side chains exposing
the force bearing Arg6(O) to Asp23(HN) backbone hydrogen bonds to water molecules.
(C) Protonation of Asp7, Asp23, and Glu9,
consistent with ⵑpH 4.7, resulted in the side
groups blocking access of water molecules
to the Arg6(O) to Asp23(HN) backbone hydrogen bond. In the snapshots shown, only Arg6,
Asp7, Asp23, Glu9, and key water molecules
are presented explicitly: oxygen atoms are
colored red, hydrogen atoms are white, carbon atoms are cyan, nitrogen atoms are blue,
water molecules are orange, the upper ␤
sheet is magenta, and the lower ␤ sheet is
green.

ing six positive amino acids that form a cationic cradle
(Bloom et al., 1999; Busby et al., 1995; Sachchidanand
et al., 2002; Sharma et al., 1999).
Notably, these same amino acids involved in heparin
binding also play key roles in the early stages of unfolding. Unfolding of FnIII13 begins with separation of the
A and B strands containing 25 of the first 29 previously
mentioned amino acids. More specifically, the amino
acids involved in the formation of key force bearing
hydrogen bonds between Ser3 and Thr73, and Arg6⫹
and Arg23⫹, as identified by SMD, were also found to
undergo significant NMR chemical shifts upon heparin
binding (Ser3, Arg6⫹, Arg23⫹), indicating a decrease in
their solvent exposure. This is consistent with measurements indicating that heparin binding to FnIII13 is entropically driven with a high energy of solvation. Further mutagenesis studies also identified Arg6⫹ and Arg7⫹ to be
necessary for heparin binding (Sachchidanand et al.,
2002). Taken together, it is likely that binding of heparin
to this Hep-II site prevents water molecules from attacking the force bearing hydrogen bonds between
Arg6⫹ and Arg23⫹. If complexation limits the access of
water molecules to these backbone hydrogen bonds, it
is expected that heparin binding to FnIII13 stabilizes the
FnIII13 module.

remarkable structural similarities. Our data further suggest that the mechanical hierarchy of unfolding is not
strictly given by the amino acid sequence but can be
regulated by the local environment and by complex formation with other molecules. For example, for FnIII10,
we found that protonation of the carboxyl groups of
Asp7, Glu9, and Asp23, corresponding to a lowered pH,
can substantially increase the first major energy barrier
contributing to its mechanical stability. Furthermore, insights into the role played by key residues in the early
unfolding events suggest that heparin binding to FnIII13
will increase its mechanical stability. Consequently, our
studies imply that the mechanical stability of FnIII modules involved in cell binding can be altered in response to
environmental changes. Our results also uncover novel
structural principles that regulate mechanical stability:
variations in the mechanical stability of different proteins
depend not simply on the pattern of backbone hydrogen
bonds, but more critically on how well key hydrogen
bonds are shielded from attack by water molecules.
Taken together with the known biological functions of
fibronectin, these results suggest how subtle variations
in amino acid sequence can have a profound effect on
protein function and ultimately cellular behavior.
Experimental Procedures

Conclusions
Determination of the mechanical hierarchy in which FnIII
modules unfold if mechanically stretched is essential to
learn how cells use force to regulate the exposure of
molecular recognition sites by stretching extracellular
matrix proteins. Our SMD predictions regarding the hierarchy in which FnIII modules unfold agree well with experimental findings performed by atomic force microscopy. Here we explain how single amino acid changes,
or even the protonation of single carboxyl groups in
FnIII10, alter the accessibility of water to key backbone or
backbone-side chain hydrogen bonds that break early in
the unfolding pathway. Identification of amino acids that
regulate the mechanical stability of FnIII modules provides novel functional explanations into why the sequence homology of FnIII modules is low despite their

SMD simulations were used to probe the mechanical properties of
FnIII modules under force. Using the program NAMD (Nelson, 1996),
molecular dynamic simulations were carried out on an all-atom
model of individual FnIII modules with the CHARMM22 force field
(MacKerell, 1998) and including explicit solvent described by TIP3P
(Jorgensen, 1983) water parameters. Forced unfolding was accomplished by adding a constant force to the C␣ atom of the carboxy
terminus along the direction of the vector connecting the two termini
while the amino terminus was held fixed. Modules were solvated in
a sphere of explicit water molecules with a radius of 32 Å, resulting
in approximately 13,000 atoms so as to be consistent with previous
studies and allow for good sampling per module (Craig et al., 2001;
Krammer et al., 1999). Single FnIII modules were adopted from
known X-ray crystallographic or NMR structures. FnIII10 was adopted
from the FN-III7-10 fragment (PDB code 1FNF) (Leahy et al., 1996).
FnIII12, FnIII13, and FnIII14 were adopted from the FnIII12-14 fragment
(PDB code 1FNH) (Sharma et al., 1999). An extended version of
T-FnIII3 was modeled by adding two amino acids to the carboxy
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terminus using published NMR data (Meekhof et al., 1998). FnIIIEDB
was adopted from PDB code 2FNB (Fattorusso et al., 1999) and
T-FnIII3 from PDB code 1TEN (Leahy et al., 1992). Simulations were
also conducted on I27 to provide further comparison to AFM studies
(Lu et al., 1998). A total of ⵑ85 SMD simulations encompassing
together ⵑ175 ns were conducted. Each nanosecond of simulation
utilized ⵑ200 CPU hours on Beowulf clusters of either 12 or 36
Athlon 1.2 GHz Processors.
Forces were applied to single FnIII modules ranging from 300 to
1000 pN. Extension is defined as the difference in end-to-end distance between equilibrated and stretched structures. Time-extension plots clearly showed plateaus early in the unfolding pathway.
The unfolding barrier height, ⌬U, is determined from Equation 3
using a weighted least-squared fit solving for ⌬U and D, with a
barrier width of 3.0 Å and using plateau duration as a measure of
mean first passage (barrier crossing) time . In some cases, barriers
appeared less as distinct plateaus but more as regions of gradual
extension due to straightening of the termini. In these cases, we
analyzed changes in hydrogen bonding patterns, side-chain contacts, van der Waals (VDW) energies, φ/ angles, and solvent accessibility to identify a distinct event correlating with barrier crossing
consistent with the other simulations. The most probably rupture
force was determined by iteratively solving Equation 4.
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